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OBJECTIVE
As an aspiring Architectural Technologist, I am looking to obtain a position that I may apply my skills and
knowledge in the field of Architectural Design and Construction. With this oppurtunity I am seeking to;
contribute my worth to a team, as well as further develop and enhance my abilities, all while gaining new
experience in a professional environment.

SKILLS
 Knowledgeable in O.B.C.

 Experienced in Building Construction

 Creative

 Detail Oriented

 Developed Problem Solving Skills

 Resourceful

 Able to grasp new concepts, skills quickly

 Hands on Approach

TECHNICAL SKILLS
 AutoCAD

 Sketchup

 Photoshop

 3DS Max

 Revit

 Dreamweaver

 Lumion

 Microsoft Office

EDUCATION
Sheridan Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning
Architectural Technologist Diploma Program



2010-PRESENT

- Areas of study include: C.A.D., Estimating, Detailing, Building Construction, Specs, Project Mgmnt
- Drafting and assembly of presentation and working drawings
- Design and production of digital and physical 3D models
- Creating functional building details



Loyola Catholic Secondary School
Ontario Secondary School Diploma
- Elective Studies Included Technological Design, Visual Arts
- Graduated with Certificate for Technological Design Course
- First experience with autocad
- Work was selected for various displays/shows including Art Gallery of Mississauga


2006-2010
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EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
C.K. Distributing

2006-Present

Delivery Service
- Prepared orders, invoiced and coordinated delivery
- Designed Excel order forms still in use today
- Interacted with customers, taking orders and customer service
- Responsible with planning routes for timely and efficient delivery
Freelance CAD Drafting and Design
2014-Present

CAD Drafter/Designer

- Worked on various small projects
- Majority of work provided by GD Refinishing drafting and designing varoius custom cabinetry closet
organisers, TV wall units, wine rooms, kitchens
- Had to manage time appropriately to ensure completion within time and price quoted to client
- In addition to plans provided clients with 3D renderings of project for visualization
Rob Hardwood Flooring
May-September 2013,2014,2015

Hardwood Floor Finisher

- Worked on a team of 2 to 5 workers
- Sanded, stained, and varnished unfinshed hardwood floors
- Experienced building construction first hand, mostly high end residential custom homes within GTA
- Experienced the detail oriented high pressure work due to tight margin of error
Additionally volunteered various short term jobs as a helper for various trades to experience the building
construction process first hand from the various points of view

Hobbies\Interests
- Artist in me enjoys sketching and drawing various subjects.
- Certified Lifeguard and First Aid by the National Lifesaving Society
- Enjoy a wide variety of sports including soccer, volleyball, cycling and almost any organized team sport.
- Spent a few years as part of Polish Boy scouts spending two weeks in the summer camping. Including learning
some basic survival, sailing and other skills, eventually becoming and volunteering as one of the camp leaders
- A passion for cars and automotive. I enjoy tinkering and working on cars, restoring and replacing the motor in
my own project car which required a fair amount of patience, problem solving and resourcefulness to complete
as I was learning along the way.
References available upon request

